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creating one particular method that takes a domain specific complex object. I understand that if I create a DTO that is concrete, and have it implement the same interface as the domain object I can get round the boxing problem. The problem with that is that I then lose the ability to use 'best practice' tooling against the object. Are there any best practices for passing complex object parameters to a WCF service? A:
You can achieve this using the WCF DataContract. So, you implement your domain class like this: [DataContract] public class MyDomainClass { [DataMember] public IEnumerable MyDTOClasses { get; set; } [DataMember] public List MyDTOClassesList { get; set; } } Then, you implement your DTO class like this: [DataContract] public class MyDTOClass { [DataMember] public string SomeProperty { get; set;

} [DataMember] public IEnumerable OtherTpyeOfDTO { get; set; } [DataMember] public IEnumerable StoredProperties { get; set; } } Then, when you use the API your service exposes, you will have all the data available as you defined. To test it, check this answer. 10 years after a terrible attack, you can still smell traces of terror from the shattered building which was converted into a makeshift refugee camp.
While a reconstruction programme is being tackled, the ground beneath the ruins is still permeated with deep fissures and cracks in the soil. The camp in Damascus was created after residents fled their homes in
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